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Animal Bean Bag

FRISBEE
Durable platic frisbee disc in non toxic light weight material used for freestyle tricks & fun play.
Available in bright fun colors.

Primary Play | Throw-Catch-Learn

Size Small Dia 9.5 inch / 24 cm (110 gms)
Size Small Dia 10.5 inch / 27cm (160 gms)

SLPP/TCL/ABB - 600

AIR FRISBEE
Durable platic frisbee disc in non toxic light weight materialused for freestyle tricks & fun play.
Design has air pass slits.
SLPP/TCL/AFB-120

Size small Dia 8 inches/20 cm (46gm)

SOFT ANIMAL

SUPER FLYER SAUCER
Super flyer saucer made from soft vinyl in bright colours. Soft fly disc absorb when caught by hand by
nature of their composition. Dia: 20.40 cm
SLPP/TCL/SFS - 300
SLPP/TCL/SFS - 310

Dia : 20 cm
Dia : 40 cm

Soft toys filled with soft Polymer fibre. Soft and comfy for hand feeling & can protect children safe when they playing indoor, and let they
enjoy the play freely.
SLPP/TCL/SAL - 700

WOODEN PLAY ANIMAL
Wooden play colourful animal shaped
toys with elastic bands.

SOFT THROWING FLYER
Soft throwing flyer made of soft multi color vinyl and inside light PVC Foam & fiber.
SLPP/TCL/STF - 400
SLPP/TCL/STF - 410
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SLPP/TCL/FRI - 100
SLPP/TCL/FRI - 110

Brightly coloured stuffed soft vinyl small animals are great fun. Filled
with plastic pallets, with their soft texture on body they are great for
throwing and catching. Ideal for parachute play and can also be used as
funky relay batons

SLPP/TCL/WPA- 800

Dia 24.50 cm
Dia 29.50 cm

FROG BEAN BAG

BEAN PLAY BALL

Brightly coloured stuffed soft vinyl frogs are great fun. Filled with plastic
pallets, with their soft texture on body and legs they are great for throwing and catching. Ideal for parachute play and can also be used as funky
relay batons

Bean play ball made of soft leatherette & filled with light poly fill and rubber pallets. Imitation leather
cover approx. Ideal for continuous use. Dia 60mm
SLPP/TCL/BPB - 900

SLPP/TCL/FBB - 500
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SOFT PLAY CUBE

SPONGE RUBBER BALL

Soft Play Cube filled with soft poly fill. Ball made in bright multicolors to develope identification skills

Sponge Rubber Balls available in assorted multi colors.

FLORAL SOFT PLAY CUBE
Floral Soft Play Cube filled with soft poly fill. Ball Designed with floral print & made in bright multicolors to develope identification skills
SLPP/TCL/FSC - 1100

Dia 2”
Dia 2.5”

FLEECE BALL
Woolen multicolour fleece ball for kids play
SLPP/TCL/FBL - 1600
SLPP/TCL/FBL - 1610
SLPP/TCL/FBL - 1620

Size dia 50 mm
70 mm
100mm

RUGBY BALL SOFTY

SOFT KIDDIE BALL

Rugby Ball Softy in vinyl with soft poly fill wool inside. Made in shape of
rugby ball and more for identification and play skills.

Soft Kiddie Ball made of synthetic fibre fabric & filled with acryllic
polyfills. Available in various colours. Dia 5.5”

SLPP/TCL/RBS - 1200 Size : 8inch / 205mm

SLPP/TCL/SKB - 1700

FOOT BALL SOFTY
Football Ball Softy in vinyl with soft poly fill wool inside. Made in shape of football and more for identification
and play skills. Size : 16 inch / 150mm

Primary Play | Throw-Catch-Learn

SLPP/TCL/SRB - 1500
SLPP/TCL/SRB - 1510

Size cm measure 4x4 “

SOFT BALLOON BALL
Light weight ballon ball for eye-hand coordination . Cover made of cotton fiber. Inside
latex rubber balloon
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SLPP/TCL/SPC - 1000

SLPP/TCL/FBS - 1300
SLPP/TCL/SBB-1710
SLPP/TCL/SBB-1720
SLPP/TCL/SBB-1730

20” dia with two balloons
30” dia with two balloons
48” dia with two balloons

Juggling Ball
Juggling Ball made of PVC soft touch leatherette filled with soft poly fill wool. Dia 70mm
Juggling Ball made of PVC soft touch leatherette filled with soft plastic pallets. Dia 70mm
SLPP/TCL/JBL - 1400
SLPP/TCL/JBL - 1410
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SOFT BALOON BALL
Light weight ballon ball for eye-hand coordination . Cover made of soft synthetic fiber.
Inside latex rubber balloon
SLPP/TCL/SBB-1740
SLPP/TCL/SBB-1750
SLPP/TCL/SBB-1760

20” dia with two balloons
30” dia with two balloons
48” dia with two balloons
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SPARE BALLOON

Suitable for 6”, 9” & 12” balloon cover, pack of 10 pc
Suitable for 20” balloon cover.
Suitable for 24” - 30” balloon cover.
Suitable for 30” - 36” balloon cover.
Suitable for 40” - 50” balloon cover.
Suitable for 60” - 72” balloon cover.

Tennikoit Ring made of sponge rubber in multi color used for tossing
& catching games.
SLPP/TCL/TKR - 2100
SLPP/TCL/TKR - 2110

Size : 6 inch / 15 cm
Size : 7 inch / 18 cm

SLPP/TCL/TWQ - 2200

FLOOR TARGET TOSS MAT

COLOR TABLET
Foam color tabs. Perfect game for children to identify & learn color coordination.

Floor Target Toss PVC coated Mat. Offers a multiple scoring target for up to 4 players. Also
ideal for throwing activities and tabloid sports. Inclusive of 8 bean bags. Size: 1x1 mt

SLPP/TCL/CTB-2250

SLPP/TCL/FTM - 1800

MULTIUSE BASKET

FOLDING HULA HOOP

Multiuse basket in light weight used as sports box for childs easy
carry. Can be used to store many childrens sports accessories. Size:
(L) 12” x (B) 21” x (H) 10”

Folding Hula Hoop. Folding Hula Hoop
Plastic multiple use hoops with strong
plastic removable joints. This hula hoop
must be “built” before it can be used.
Available in attractive fluorescent colours.
Dia is adjustable by joining 6 pcs differently. Adjustable sizes : 19” & 25”

SLPP/TCL/MUB - 1900

BEAN BAG SCARF

SLPP/MSB/FHH - 2300
SLPP/MSB/FHH - 2350

Bean bag scarf meets scarves for a marvellous mutation! Colours compliment many of our parachutes. Use to liven up throwing games and target practice.
Scarf size 40 X 40 cm.

19” (5 pcs)
28” (6 pcs)
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SLPP/TCL/SPB-1770
SLPP/TCL/SPB-1771
SLPP/TCL/SPB-1772
SLPP/TCL/SPB-1773
SLPP/TCL/SPB-1774
SLPP/TCL/SPB-1775

Just like a telephone cord - hence
the name. These are robust and
come in 4 colours: red, green, yellow
and blue. A valuable addition to our
range for catching practice.

TENNIKOIT RING

Primary Play | Motion-Stability

TELEPHONE WIRE QUOIT

Balloons are made up of Latex rubber.

SLPP/TCL/BBS - 2000

FOLDING HULA HOOP GROOVED
FLYING SCARF

Folding Hula Hoop plastic multiple use hoops with strong plastic removable
joints. Available in attractive fluorescent colors.

Scarfs are excellent for outdoor play. Helps children get their exercise while having fun in throwing and
target games. Size: 40x40 cm

SLPP/MSB/FHG-2350
SLPP/MSB/FHG-2360

Size 35 inches/90 cm (8 pcs)
Size 39 inches/100 cm (10 pcs)

SLPP/TCL/FSF-2050
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SOFT TUG OF WAR
STOMPER

Soft Tug of War for Junior. Cotton rope covered with thick red cotton sheet.

PVC Stompers with durable rims and strong nylon braided
rope. Cup base dia 5.2”, height 5”. Available in assorted colors.

SLPP/MSB/TOW - 2900
SLPP/MSB/TOW - 2910
SLPP/MSB/TOW - 2920

SLPP/MSB/STO - 2400

ELASTIC CORD
Multiutiliy elastic cord with plastic loop ends.

NYLON BLIND FOLD

SLPP/MSB/ELC - 3100
SLPP/MSB/ELC - 3110
SLPP/MSB/ELC - 3120

Bright colored nylon blind fold. Easy to wear for hide and seek type games - pin the yail - what
shape is this? And many other sensory perception games. Straps are elasticised and have velcro
closures so one size fits all.

Size:8mtr
Size:10mtr
Size:12mtr

SLPP/MSB/NBF - 2500

BALANCE BEAM

COTTON SKIPPING ROPE

Balance beam set great for building confidence. Brightly coloured moulded
PVC pieces interlock together. Can be combined with straight beam set to
make different configurations. Set of 12 pcs. Length when assembled is approx 345 cm

Primary Play | Motion-Stability

Size:15mtr
Size:20mtr
Size:25mtr

10 mm Braided cotton skipping rope tagged with black sleeves.
SLPP/MSB/CSR - 3200

Size : 10ft / 3.05 m | Size : 18ft / 5.48 m | Size: 24ft / 7.32 m

JUMP ROPE

SECTIONAL LINK SKIPPING ROPE

Rainbow color nylon braided jump ropes. For both indoor and
outdoor play, this rope helps children get their exercise while
having fun! These jump ropes are perfect for recess play at school
or for day care use. Thickness 8 mm

Coloured section plastic rope. 8 9 10

SLPP/MSB/JMR - 2700
SLPP/MSB/JMR - 2710
SLPP/MSB/JMR - 2720

SLPP/MSB/SSR - 3300
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SLPP/MSB/BBM - 2600

Size : 8 ft / 2.43 m | Size : 9 ft / 2.74m | Size : 10 ft / 3.05m

Length : 7ft
Length : 8ft
Length : 9ft

PVC ROPE
SOFT TUG OF WAR

6mm PVC tubing skipping rope without handle. Available in bright assorted colors. 8 9 10

Soft Tug of War for Junior. Cotton rope covered with thick red cotton sheet.
SLPP/MSB/TOW - 2800
SLPP/MSB/TOW - 2810
SLPP/MSB/TOW - 2820
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SLPP/MSB/PVR - 3400

Size : 8 ft / 2.43 m | Size : 9 ft / 2.74m | Size : 10 ft / 3.05m

Size:15mtr
Size:20mtr
Size:25mtr
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PARACHUTE

SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3800
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3810
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3820
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3830
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3840

Jumping sacks made of heavy duty nylon fabric with handles. 60cms high with 27 cms dia sacks. Available
in bright red, green, blue & yellow colors.
SLPP/MSB/JSK - 3500

6 ft
12ft
16ft
24ft
30ft

PARACHUTE
PLAY TUNNEL
Play Tunnel made from 4 different color
soft mesh for child crawling games. PVC
pipe panels are bent to provide shape and
structure. Length 2 m Dia 60 cm
SLPP/MSB/PTL- 3600

Parachute made of strong polyster nylon in multi colour panels . Double stiched panel, reinforced nylon webbing exterior handles, supplied in a carry bag with draw strings. Parachutes
foster imagination, creativity. Various parachute games are a great way to inculcate cooperation
and self control among chiledren.
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3900
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3910
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3920
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3930
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3940

6 ft
12ft
16ft
24ft
30ft

ROUND SPOT MARKER
PARACHUTE

Poly spot markers court marking set color coded set of four PVC markers.
Dia 24cm Weight 90 gms

Parachute made of strong polyster nylon in 4 different colour panels . Double stiched panel,
reinforced nylon webbing handles towards inside, supplied in a carry bag with draw strings.
Parachutes foster imagination, creativity. Various parachute games are a great way to inculcate
cooperation and self control among children.
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3700
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3710
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3720
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3730
SLPP/MSB/PAR- 3740

6 ft
12ft
16ft
24ft
30ft

SLPP/MSB/RSM- 4000
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JUMPING SACK

Primary Play | Motion-Stability

Parachute made of strong polyster nylon in multi colour panels . Double stiched panel, reinforced nylon webbing handles towards inside, supplied in a carry bag with draw strings. Parachutes foster imagination, creativity. Various parachute games are a great way to inculcate cooperation and self control among children.

CIRCLE FLOOR MARKER
Rubber spots of 25cms diameter etched surface available in various colors.
SLPP/MSB/CFM- 4100

CORNER RUBBER MARKER
Corner Made of hardwaring rubber set of 4
SLPP/MSB/CRM- 4200
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HAND RUBBER MARKER

RECTANGLE SPOT MARKER

SLPP/MSB/HSM- 4700

SLPP/MSB/RSM- 4300

FEET RUBBER MARKER
Marking feet made of soft sponge rubber. These markers are hard
wearing non slip, weatherproof and very durable. Placed on a
sports hall floor they stay in position and having a low profile do
not constitute any danger of slipping or tripping.

ARC SPOT MARKER
ARC marker made of hardwaring rubber. Available in many colors. Both sides
are functional.

SLPP/MSB/FRM- 4800

SLPP/MSB/ASM- 4400

ARROW RUBBER MARKER
Arrow spot marker made of hardwaring rubber.

SQUARE SPOT MARKER

SLPP/MSB/ARM- 4900

Square soft rubber poly spots. Both sides are functional. One side is made
of slide resistent synthetic material for a safe footholt. Tiles can be easily
cleaned with a vaccume cleaner os in the mashing machine.

www.gamezgalore.co.uk

Rectangle spot markers made from trip free, hard-wearing, rubber and are
ideal for teaching and controlling movements in schoolyards and gym halls.

Primary Play | Motion-Stability

Marking hand made of soft sponge rubber. These markers are hard
wearing non slip, weatherproof and very durable. Placed on a sports
hall floor they stay in position and having a low profile do not constitute
any danger of slipping or tripping.

SLPP/MSB/SSM- 4500

ORIENTEERING MARKER
TRIANGLE SPOT MARKER
Triangular spot marker made of hardwaring rubber. Available in many colors.
Both sides are functional.

Orienteering markers tri-faced markers used for orienteering training. Made
from nylon fabric, steel frame and string.
SLPP/MSB/ORM- 5000
SLPP/MSB/ORM- 5010

Size 15 x 15 cm
Size 30 x 30 cm

SLPP/MSB/TSM- 4600
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PLAY TAG

COTTON BEAN BAG

Play-Tag involves sprinting, change of direction, decision making and the ability
to adapt to other players. The belts are fully adjustable and fit waists up to 104cm
(41”). The game helps to develop reflexes, agility, speed and balance.

reinforced drill cotton filled with soft plastic pallets. Available in many bright
colors.

SLPP/MSB/PTG- 5100

SLPP/NAL/CBB- 5500
SLPP/NAL/CBB- 5510

Size 10 x 10 cm
Size 10 x 15 cm

LIMBO PLAY POSTS
A fun activity for children suitable for both indoors and outdoors. Contains 3 x 1.8m PVC
poles and 2 x bases for the upright poles and 2 x pole clips. Also an ideal piece of equipment
to add to the obstacle course.

COTTON NUMERIC BEAN BAG
Cotton bean bag filled with soft plastic pallets & printed numbers for developing numeric
literecy skills. Available in assorted colors.

SLPP/MSB/LPP- 5200
SLPP/NAL/CNB- 5600
SLPP/NAL/CNB- 5610

THREE LEGGED RACE
Three legged race nylon webbing strap with velcro joint for joining legs in
kids race. Strap length 24 inch, width 2 inch.
SLPP/MSB/TLR- 5300

Size 10 x 10 cm
Size 10 x 15 cm

COTTON BEAN BAG
Cotton Numeric Overlock Bean Bag.Cotton bean bag filled with soft plastic pallets &
printed numbers for developing numeric literecy skills. Bean bag overlock stitched
in same color or contrast thread. Available in assorted colors.
SLPP/NAL/NOB- 5700
SLPP/NAL/NOB- 5710

Primary Play | Numbers-Alphabets-Learning
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Size 10 x 10 cm
Size 10 x 15 cm

DOT DRILL MAT
Dot and Spot Movement Mat to train movement skills for all sports. Large 9 inch holes accomodate athletes
of all sizes. Set includes a 36” x 48” mat plus five 9” spots. Made from highly durable PVC coated mat. Rolls
up quickly for easy transport and storage.
SLPP/MSB/DDM - 5400
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COTTON ALFHA BEAN BAG
Cotton bean bag filled with soft plastic pallets & printed alphabets for developing
literecy skills. Available in assorted colors.
SLPP/NAL/CAB- 5800
SLPP/NAL/CAB- 5810

Size 10 x 10 cm
Size 10 x 15 cm
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MOVEMENT CUBE
SOFT COLOR BEAN BAG

Move cube is bright and colourful soft touch cube with vinyl window pockets to insert your
own design activity card. Made from the high quality PVC and superior stitching.
Size: 6”(L) x 6”(H) x 6”(B)

Soft PVC bean bag filled with plastic pallets and printed colours to develope identification skills. Available in assorted colours.
SLPP/NAL/SCB- 5900
SLPP/NAL/SCB- 5910

SLPP/NAL/MCB- 6300

Size 10 x 10 cm
Size 10 x 15 cm

NUMBERED CONES
Number Cones highly visible fluorescent colors LDPE cones. Available
in assorted colours. Size : 9 inch heavy duty
SLPP/NAL/NUC-6400

SOFT SHAPE BEAN BAG
Soft vinyl bean bags in various shapes filled with plastic pallets and printed shapes to
develope identification skills. Great tool for shape & colour identification. Available in
shapes square, rectangular, triangle, hexagon, diamond, pentagon, oval & star

ARTHEMETIC SYMBOL CONES

SLPP/NAL/SSB- 6000

Arthemetic Symbol Cones highly visible fluorescent colors LDPE cones.
Available in assorted colours. Size : 9 inch heavy duty
SLPP/NAL/ASC- 6500

BULL EYE PYRAMID BEAN BAG
ALPHABETIC CONES

Bull eye pyramid bean bag colorful thick denim cotton. Overlook stitching for added durability falls in one direction irrespective of thrown in different sides.

Alpha Cones highly visible fluorescent colors LDPE cones. Available in
assorted colours. Size : 9 inch heavy duty.

SLPP/NAL/BPB- 6100

Primary Play | Numbers-Alphabets-Learning
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SLPP/NAL/ALC- 6600

PYRAMID BEAN BAG
Pyramid bean bags made of thick denim cloth. Always fall in one direction irrespective of thrown in different
sides. Available in red, green, blue, orange, yellow colors.
SLPP/NAL/PBB- 6200
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ALPHABETIC CONES
Alpha Cones highly visible fluorescent colors LDPE cones. Available in assorted colours.
Size : 9 inch heavy duty.
SLPP/NAL/ALC- 6700
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NUMBERED NYLON BIBS
Nylon bibs with elastic waistband, numbered on the back with each number illustrated
on the front in the form of dots and the word. Available in red, green, yellow and blue.
Child : 50 x 40 cm
Youth : 55 x 45 cm

TEAM SASHES
Team sashes in bright colour soft cotton webbing. Available in assorted colours.
SLPP/NAL/TES- 6900
SLPP/NAL/TES- 6910

Size 50 cm for children
Size 60 cm for adults

WOODEN FLAT BAT
Flat Wooden bat natural lacquered with grip.
Length 50 cm
SLPP/BBP/WFB- 7200

WOODEN ROUND BAT
Round Wooden natural lacquered with grip.
SLPP/BBP/WRB- 7300
SLPP/BBP/WRB- 7310

Size Small 60 cm
Size Large 70 cm
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METAL RING HOLDER
Metal ring holder for team sashes with locking system.
SLPP/NAL/MRH- 7000

Primary Play | Bat-Ball-Play

SLPP/NAL/NNB- 6800
SLPP/NAL/NNB- 6810

FOAM ROUNDERS BAT
Foam coated rounder base bat with inbuilt weight
rod. Length 21” Base Dia 8.5”
SLPP/BBP/FRB- 7400

HOPSCOTCH SET
Tough, lightweight PVC mat which folds or rolls away for easy storage. Mat has markings
for hopscotch and is ideal for use on grass. Complete with 10 cotton bean bags. Mat size
36” x 48.”
SLPP/NAL/HOS- 7100
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BEACH FOAM PADDLE BAT
Beach foam Paddle bat with soft rubber coating
SLPP/BBP/FBP- 7500
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MASTER PLAY CRICKET SET
Master Play Plastic Cricket set is for the introduction of the traditional game of Cricket to young children. The
equipment is both light and durable and enables children of all ages to participate and develop basic technique,
suitable for both indoors and outdoors. One set consists one bat , 1 ball, 1 reversible stump base, 2 bails & 3
stumps in nylon bag.
SLPP/BBP/MCS- 7600
SLPP/BBP/MCS- 7610
SLPP/BBP/MCS- 7620

Adult Set ( 32.5” bat)
Senior Set (30.5” bat)
Junior Set (29” bat)

SKITTLE
Skittle in bright durable plastic for developing ball target hit skills.
SLPP/BBP/SKL- 7700
SLPP/BBP/SKL- 7710
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Large : Set comprises 6 large plastic pins & 1 large plastic ball with finger holes. Set packed in attractive transparent carry bag.
Small: Set comprises 10 small plastic pins & 2 small plastic balls with finger holes. Set packed in attractive transparent carry bag.

